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Slogan

Tradition - Innovation - Excellence

Mission

Our mission is to educate and nurture the
future role players, decision makers and
responsible individuals. Commitment to
the ideals of creating knowledge economy.
Opening new vistas for meaningful
and original research in innovation and
excellence. Remaining true to principals
of merit, selfless service, and utmost
objectivity. Make genuine efforts to better
the lot of the people through harnessing
talent and harvesting potential.

Vision

Meet the ever changing needs of the society
by building on its traditions of innovation,
and excellence and providing an educational
resource to the people of the region.
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Our
University

“

Introduction
District Kech of Makran division with a population of around 12 lacs, the
land of a romance legend, has always been a place of importance for its
geographical location, and famous for its production of date fruit. It has
been, and still is, the center of Makran region; geographically, socially,
administratively and politically.
The people of the region had always longed for a university nearby. Their
dream finally materialized in the shape of an independent University in May
2013 under the University of Turbat Act 2012. This was made possible due
to the zealous efforts put in by academic and administrative staff at the sub
campus with the support of natives, political parties, provincial government
and management of University of Balochistan. Despite the heavy odds
and daunting challenges, University of Turbat is on way to bringing an
educational revolution in the domain of higher learning in Mekran Division.
Soon after taking oath as Governor Balochistan, Honorable Mohammad
Khan Achakzai and Chief Minister Balochistan Honorable Dr Abdul Malik
Baloch extended exceptional support and assistance for the development
of Turbat University.
Since its inception as a Sub Campus of University of Balochistan in November
2009, the program of BBA 4 years, BSCS 4 years and B.Com two years had
already been introduced in the Campus.
With six hundred students and 86 employees, the University of Turbat has
been providing financial assistance to students through Prime Minister
Reimbursement scheme, Balochistan Endowment Fund, and Need Based
Scholarship. The passed out graduates and alumni of University are
expected to play a vital role in the activities of Pak China Economic Corridor
to bring prosperity in the region.
In this short span of two years University of Turbat earned a number of
accolades which have been acknowledged by the people from all walks of
life. Universities are recognized and acknowledged worldwide mainly by
its research and publications output going hand in hand with academic
development.
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periodicals, and newspapers.
Moreover, Directorate of Public Relations,
a career counselling and student affairs
cell have been established to help the
students to resolve job related issues
such as finding work and setting career
goals.
University of Tubat has signed a
number of MOUs with leading national
and international universities and
educational institutions for promotion of
higher learning and research skills and
to exchange a framework of cooperation
and facilities with the signatories.
University of Turbat plans to sign
MOUs with national and international
educational institutions in future.
Under the University of Turbat Project,
the civil work on university building at
Ginna some 15 kilometer away from
turbat city at north, is fast underway and
expected to be completed by mid 2016.
The new building comprises academic
blocks, admin blocks, Central Library,
boys hostel, girls hostel, residential
colony, sport complex, family park,
mosque, and a Medical Center.
Many ideas and projects are in pipeline
as the part of short and long term
strategic plan of the University of Turbat.
Establishing a new university sub campus
in the future economic corridor Gawadar,
introducing new science and market
oriented subjects, sending more scholars
abroad for higher studies, training and
refreshment courses,
starting Ph.D,
M.Phil, diploma and certificate classes
in different subjects, affiliation of degree
colleges and educational institutions
with university of Turbat, hosting more
national and international conferences
and generating revenue by its own
resources are among the main mission
of future roadmap of the university of
Turbat.
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Research and publications have been
the defining distinction of the University
of Turbat ever since its establishment.
Earnest efforts are consistently made
to promote a vibrant research culture
and provide a conducive environment to
both its faculty members and students
for exploration and innovative market
oriented higher learning. University of
Turbat launched its very own annual
Research Journal GIDROSHIA for this
specific purpose while department of
Balochi also has plans to bring out its
research journal (MEERI) in near future.
As many as 32 faculty members have
been sent to different universities of
Pakistan and abroad for M.Phil., MS
and Ph.D. under local, split and foreign
scholarship program as per PC-1. Half of
them after completion of their degree
are expected re-join University of Turbat
very soon.
University of Turbat, being a student
centric university, is extending all possible
facilities to its students for quality higher
learning, research, and extracurricular
activities. Having established a wellfurnished and equipped computer
lab with latest computers connected
with internet giving access to the
major information and communication
networks worldwide to enhance research
culture and advanced studies within the
university.
Directorate of Information Technology,
the backbone of the university, is one of
the paramount achievements, connected
to Pakistan Education and Research
Network (PERN 2) by the Higher Education
Commission of Pakistan, providing Wifi
services to students, faculty members
and administrative staff.
Two libraries namely campus library and
university public library with more than
12000 thousands books on different
subjects, national and international
research
journal,
publications,
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Message from

The
Chancellor/
Governor Balochistan
H.E.
Muhammad Khan Achakzai
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The University of Turbat is fast growing to become centre of a
learning to cater the future needs of people from remote parts
of the province.
It has steadfastly held on to its vision of a modern University
that harvests and maximizes human potential through practical
degree programs and hands on research oriented disciplines
since its inception in 2012. The University has particularly been
effective in filling an educational void in Mekran and its adjacent
areas. It has ensured that higher education is no longer a distant
dream but a practical reality.
Education is primarily geared to instil a tolerant word view with
an emphasis on collective advancement while arming studetns
with the means to eschew obscurantism and promote efforts for
unity through diversity. University of Turbat ideally placed to be
a catalyst for social change and further the cause of education by
offering a wide range of disciplines as reflected in its educational
program.
The establishment of the university is in pursuance of the
government’s policy to make higher education accessible to all
strata of society so that the educational output in the shape of
trained human resource contributes to the overall development
of the province of Balochistan.
I offer my felicitations to University of Turbat on forging ahead
through all challenges and wish all the Faculty and Management
an equally rewarding year ahead. I am sure the level of
commitment on part of all concerned will soon earn significant
place for University of Turbat in the list of leading institutions of
higher learning.

“
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It gives me immense pleasure to present to you the
second Annual Report of University of Turbat for the
Year 2015. This has truly been a year of exceptional
academic growth and ceaseless overall advancement for
the University. This was basically a year of consolidation
and strengthening of standards across the educational
spectrum. New benchmarks in its motto of ‘tradition,
innovation, and excellence’ have been set along the way
for future developments.
As a testimony to the the University’s progress-centric
initiatives to bring about an academic sea change in the
area, two new departments, Chemistry and Education,
were inaugurated amid pressing popular demand and
subsequent jubilation. The University is committed
to charting a new course in teaching innovation in
all disciplines, including the two newly established
departments.
University of Turbat takes pride in its policy of offshoring
knowledge and ensuring its access to the farthest reaches
of society and providing a vent to the flourishing local talent.
Pursuant upon that program, almost half of its Faculty
has been granted Indigenous and Foreign scholarships
and we expect to benefit from their services as early as
next year, when the scholars start returning following
the completion of their respective degree programs from
within the country and abroad.
Ever since its recognition by Higher Education Commission
on 12th March, 2014, within the very first year of its
establishment, UoT has marched on and bagged new
distinctions, while reinforcing its aspirations for greater

6

ideals along the way. It has its very
own Research Journal Gidroshia that
showcases the research endeavors
of University of Turbat. Although it
has a long go before all the long term
objectives are realized, the University
has made significant progress given the
amount of time and it is well-equipped
with all essential educational facilities
and infrastructural resources.
It has been an absolute privilege to
serve this august institution and I feel
doubly rewarded with every moment
of time invested in its progress. I thank
my supremely talented Faculty and
Admistrative Staff for their selfless
dedication and extraordinary personal
commitment. I remain confident that
future holds a great deal of promise for
the area and its people and together
we can scale newer heights and make
long cherished dreams come true.

Message from

The Vice
Chancellor

Prof. Dr. Abdul Razzaq Sabir
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The 21st century, which is known as the century of
change, is the century in which the betterment and
the progress of the knowledge, and the technology are
directly proportional to the prosperity of any country
and nation. This century has caused a great change
in the norms and values, of change and adaptability,
of people and their societies, and it has changed the
collective-thinking manners of the nations. We too
are a part of the same century, and we are in direct
competition with the nations who have proved
themselves, in every sphere and aspect, in the world;
and who have their inevitable share and part in the
greatest educational and ideological developments in
the world at large.

University of Turbat and its entire
team is not only thankful to the chief
minister Dr. Abdul Malik Baloch, but
we are also hopeful that we will always
have his patronage and support in
future as well.

Seeing the achievements and overall (highly appreciable)
performance of the University of Turbat in its second
annual report, I will not hesitate to say that University
of Turbat is sincerely and firmly committed to show its
pivotal and leading role in reshaping the lives, norms
and values, social traits and the collective well-being of
the people of the Balochistan in general and the people
of the area in particular.

Last but not the least; we are thankful
to Higher Education Commission,
Islamabad, Pakistan, its chairman Dr.
Mukhtar Ahmed and his entire team,
who always have good wishes for the
University of Turbat.

All that we have achieved or have been successful in
achieving throughout this year is no doubt because
of the entire team of the University of Turbat, but
if the provincial government of Balochistan and the
chief minister of Balochistan Dr. Abdul Malik Baloch
personally had not shown any interest in developing
the University of Turbat, we could not be successful in
achieving many of the desired goals and targets. The

The Pro-Vice
Chancellor

In the similar manner we are also
thankful to honorable governor
Balochistan, H.E. Muhammad Khan
Achakzai and his respected office,
whose help and support have
lightened many of our hardships in
our endeavors.

Message from

Dr. Abdul Saboor Baloch
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Univeristy’s
Governance

The Honorable Governor of Balochistan, H.E. Muhammad Khan Achakzai is
the Chancellor of University of Turbat. The University Senate chaired by the
Chancellor, is the supreme Governing/Legislative body of the University.
The Vice Chancellor is the Chief Executive of the University. He chairs the
Syndicate, the Executive Body of the University, and all other statuory bodies.

8
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Chancellor

H.E.Muhammad Khan
Achakzai

Vice Chancellor

Prof. Dr.
Abdul Razzaq Sabir

Pro-Vice Chancellor

Registrar

Director Finance/
Treasurer

Controller
Examinations

Mr. Muhammad Hayat
Baloch

Director Public
Relations

Dr. Abdul Saboor Baloch

Mr. Ghulam Farooq

Mr. Tanvir Ahmed

Director QEC

Auditor

Dr. Haneef Ur Rehman

Mr. Rehmatullah

Mr. Ijaz Ahmed
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The
Academics
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Faculty of Science and Engineering
Department

Program

Duration

Chemistry
Bachelors of Science in Chemistry (B.S.C) Honors

4 Years

Computer Science
Master of Computer Science (M.C.S)

2 Years

Master of Information Technology (M.I.T)

2 Years

Bachelor of Science in Computer Science (B.S.C.S)

4 Years

Master of Science in Economics (M.Sc) Honors

2 Years

Economics

Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences
Department

Program

Duration

Balochi
Master of Arts in Balochi (M.A Balochi)

2 Years

Master of Philosophy in Balochi (M.Phil Balochi)

2 Years

Master in Commerce (M.Com)

2 Years

Bachelor in Commerce (B.Com)

2 Years

Master of Arts in Education (M.A Education)

2 Years

Bachelor of Education (B.Ed)

4 Years

Master of Education (M.Ed) Self Finance

1 Years

Bachelor of Education (B.Ed) Self Finance

1 Years

Master of Arts in English Literature

2 Years

Master of Arts in Political Science

2 Years

Commerce

Education

English Literature
Political Science
Management Sciences
Master in Business Administration (M.B.A)

3.5 Years

Master in Business Administration (M.B.A) Executive

2 Years

Bachelor in Business Administration (B.B.A)

4 Years
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Faculty of
Science and Engineering
12
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Acting Dean
Dr. Haneef Ur Rehman
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Department of
Chemistry
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Introduction

Mekran, with its unique landscape, is the rich source of variety of unexploited minerals
and unexplored medicinal plants. Therefore, there is dire need of research on minerals
and medicinal plants of this area to isolate and evaluate new compounds and materials,
devise new and economical industrial methods of synthesis and manufacturing, involve
in biochemical analysis, forensic science, quality control and environmental protection.
None of this is possible without a strong university education in Chemistry.
The Department of Chemistry was established in 2015. The department is comprising of
highly qualified and talented faculty of national and international repute. The department
is equipped with state-of-the art teaching and research laboratories facilitated with
updated library. The Department of Chemistry conducting research on Applied, analytical &
Industrial Chemistry, Material Chemistry, Natural Product Chemistry, Organic & Biological
Chemistry and Physical & Theoretical Chemistry.
In order to compete in the international world, the department is establishing effective
national and international collaborations with foreign universities, especially with
German, UK, Malaysian, Chinese universities, etc. The faculty and students will get benefit
from these MoU’s by conducting collaborative research to enhance their knowledge and
research expertise in the world ranking universities.

Faculty Members
Dr. Haneef Ur Rehman

Dr. Atiq Ur Rehman

Assistant Prof. (Chairperson)

Assistant Prof.

Ph.D. KIBGE, Karachi University

Ph.D. Chemistry, UoB

Mr. Zafar Ali

Mr. Abdul Basit

Lecturer

Lecturer

M.Sc. Chemistry, UoB

M.Sc. Chemistry, UoB
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Department of
Computer Science
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Introduction

The revolution in information technology has profoundly influenced our way of life, our
culture and our economy. Computer science education plays a special role in preparing
future technology leaders and innovators. It opens our mind to new horizons, unlocks
doors to a broad range of career paths, accelerates professional advancement, and
exposes us to ideas that are advancing the frontiers of science and technology beyond
the field of computing.
The department of Computer Science trains future educators, researchers and
professionals through an intensely personal engagement in a set of research activates
that span the development of fundamental knowledge about computation processes, the
design of new computing systems and methods, and the creation of novel applications
that benefit society at large.

Faculty Members
Mr. Rashid Ali

Mrs. Shamsa Aziz

Lecturer (Chairperson)

Lecturer

B.S.C.S, UoB, Quetta

M.S.C.S, IBA, Karachi

Mr. Mukhtar Hussain

Mr. Muhammad Sameer

Lecturer (Study Leave)

Lecturer (Study Leave)

B.S.C.S, BUITEMS, Quetta

B.S.C.S, Iqra University, Quetta

Mr. Mazar Mohsin

Mr. Gulsher Ahmed

Lecturer (Study Leave)

Lecturer (Visiting)

M.Sc. I.T, QAU, Islamabad

M.Sc., UoB, Quetta

Mr. Hujjatullah

Miss. Parinaz

Lecturer (Visiting)

Lecturer (Visiting)

B.S.C.S, UoB, Quetta

B.S.C.S, UoB, Quetta

Mr. Rafique Ahmed

Mr. Maqsood Karim

Lecturer (Visiting)

Lecturer (Visiting)

B.S.C.S, UoB, Quetta

B.S.C.S, NICE, Karachi

Mr. Saraj Ahmed
Lecturer (Visiting)
B.E.C.S, BUET, Khuzdar
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Department of
Economics
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Introduction

Economics is one of those youngest disciplines which has a brief history of not more
than three-hundred years, yet it dominates other social sciences. It seeks to answer the
most pressing issues that world is currently facing. Thus, gaining knowledge of economics
becomes essential for every society in order to achieve the basic goal of economic
development.
To this end, the Department of Economics established at University of Turbat, with the aim
of helping the students of Makran as well as entire Balochistan to master the principles
essential for understanding and economizing problems, i.e specific economic issues
and policy alternatives, to understand and apply economic prospective and reasoning
accurately, and objectively about economic matters. Efforts are made to enable students to
translate economic theories into real world settings so as to enhance their problem solving
capabilities, and promote a lasting students’ interest about economics and economy.
The goal is to produce highly competent professionals, researchers, policymakers and
managers for the productive resources of our society.
At present, the department offers two-year degree program of M.Sc economics. In fact, the
course is such designed that not only prepares students to meet the current job market
standards and challenges but also prepares them for further postgraduate studies.

Faculty Members
Miss. Samina Faqir

Mr. Mohammad Yaqoob

Lecturer (Chairperson)

Lecturer

M.A. Economics, UoB, Quetta

B.S. Economics, LAUWMS, Uthal

Mr. Asif Ali

Mr. Bebagr

Lecturer

Lecturer

M.A. Economics, UoB, Quetta

B.S. Economics, BUITMS, Quetta

Miss. Shiren Kamal

Mr. Sohail Ahmed

Lecturer (Visiting)

Lecturer (Visiting)

M.A. Economics, UoB, Quetta

M.A. Economics, Karachi University
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Faculty of
Arts and Social Sciences
20
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Acting Dean
Dr. Abdul Saboor Baloch
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Department of
Balochi
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Introduction

The department of Balochi, University of Turbat, is a center of excellence for the study,
teaching and research in Baloch culture, history and literature. Balochi department is
big enough to offer a wide range and variety of approaches to research and innovation.
Our programs are specially designed for highly motivated students with a passion for
Balochi language, literature and culture, for imaginative approaches to these and for
careful crossing of traditionally defined geographic, linguistic and disciplinary borders.
The variety of research interests and expertise held by the department is echoed in the
diversity of backgrounds and academic interests among our students.
Providing opportunities to experience the living languages and cultures studied in our
department is essential to our academic mission. Besides regular co-sponsorship of
cultural events and performances on campus and elsewhere in the Area, we are currently
publishing an Annual Research journal “MEERI”.

Faculty Members
Mr. Abdul Ghafoor Shad

Mr. Mohammad Tahir Hakim

A.Prof. (Chairperson)

A.Prof.

Ph.D. Balochi (in progress), UoB, Quetta

Ph.D. Balochi (in progress), UoB, Quetta

Mr. Muhammad Shareef Mir

Mr. Muhammad Sadiq

Lecturer (Study Leave)

Lecturer (Study Leave)

M.Phil. Balochi (in progress), UoB, Quetta

M.Phil. Balochi (in progress), UoB, Quetta

Mr. Aqeel Ahmed

Miss. Feroza

Lecturer (Study Leave)

Lecturer (Visiting)

M.A. Balochi, UoB, Quetta

M.A. Balochi, UoB, Quetta

Mr. Nasir Ali
Lecturer (Visiting)
M.Phil. Balochi (in progress), UoB, Quetta
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Department of
Commerce
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Introduction

This department was established since the inception of the University of Balochistan,
sub-campus Turbat on 23rd November, 2013. University hired one lecturer and the same
lecturer was designated as the Department Coordinator.
Department initiated 2 years B.Com program from 1st January 2010. Under the supervision
of University of Balochistan, campus passed two B.com batches exactly on time and
currently 3rd, 4th and 5th batches are on their path to the success.
On 19th May, 2013 Prof. Dr. Abdul Razzaq sabir was appointed as first Vice Chancellor
of University of Turbat and on the same date the University of Balochistan, sub-campus
Turbat was converted into University of Turbat along with its entire assets, liabilities
and services. Soon, Vice Chancellor appointed Lecturer Abdul Majid Nasir as the first
Acting Chairman of the department, who was previously working as coordinator of the
department.
After taking over activity, University of Turbat has decided to start Master of Commerce (2
Years) as its second program of the department. The program was started on 1st January,
2014 and will be completed on December 31, 2015.

Faculty Members

Mr. Mushtaq Mohammad Badini

Mr. Abdul Majid Nasir

Lecturer (Chairperson)

Lecturer (Study Leave)

MBA (Finance)

M.Com Finance

Mr. Essa Karim

Mr. Mohammad Waris

Lecturer (Study Leave)

Lecturer

MBA (Finance)

MBA (Finance)

Mr. Riaz Ahmed

Mr. Rehmatullah

Lecturer (Contract)

Lecturer (Contract)

M.Com (Finance)

CMA

Mr. Balach Malik
Lecturer (Visiting)
M.S. (Finance)
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Department of
Education
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Introduction

Education is integrated with the world of transferring ideas to build up intellectual capacitie
and sensitizing learners to have their knowledge and wisdom a practical shape in term. A
thousand years ago education was based on only assigning lessons for a group of people
for punishing them for their mistakes but growing realization in this democractically
global society has transformed the meaning of sphisticated education into simple and
understandable form for the betterment of society.
Now education is simply considered as a process of desireable change into the behavior
and attitude of everyone in this social system. Thus, different courses of education are
designed to seek understanding to educational theories and ensure complete development
of the child so that he/she could make an original contribution to human life according to
the best of his/her capacity.
Currently, the department of education offers two-year devree program of M.A. Education
and four-year degree program of B.Ed. Thus, the course is designed to prepare students
to challenge the transmission mode of education that supports the exisiting power
structure and move to the transformation mode where the main objectives of education
is to reduce the socioeconomic gaps in society and empower the have-nots by maximizing
their prospect in life. To realize the objective of the course, thus, the participants are
not only prepared to fit themselves into the current job market but also enavle them to
challenge some of the social evils.

Faculty Members
Mr. Asif Ali

Mr. Manzoor Ahmed

Lecturer (Chairperson)

Lecturer

M.Ed. UoB

M.Ed. Federal Urdu Universtiy, Karachi

Mr. Abid Hussain
Lecturer (Visiting)
M.A. Education, Hamdar University
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Department of
English Literature
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Introduction

The Department of English Literature at University of Turbat aims at the systematic and
scientific ways that lead to the progress of an attitude required for the students of this
realm by knowing the excellence of literature as a part of human civilization from the first
dawn and to analyze the grandeur of the finest names of the field.
The Department of English Literature also facilitates the students to skillfully work on
their critical aspects of learning by providing them enough space to look deep into and
evaluate different aspects of the different writers. The two year program involves four
semesters in which background, poetry, drama, novel, criticism and prose are given much
adherence and different great works of the genres are critically observed by involving
research base assignments.

Faculty Members
Mr. Mazhar Ali

Mr. Shah Mir

Lecturer (Chairperson) (Contract)

Lecturer (Study Leave)

M.A. English, UoB, Quetta

M.A. English, UoB, Quetta

Miss. Hani Abul Hassan

Mr. Adnan Riaz

Lecturer (Study Leave)

Lecturer (Study Leave)

M.A. English, UoB, Quetta

M.A. English, UoB, Quetta

Mrs. Shaista Hayat

Mr. Adil Khan

Lecturer (Study Leave)

Lecturer (Contract)

M.A. English, SBK, Quetta

M.A. English, NUML, Islamabad

Mr. Amjid Ali

Mrs. Zarjan Naseer

Lecturer (Contract)

Lecturer (Visiting)

M.A. English, UoB, Quetta

M.A. English, UoB, Quetta
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Department of
Political Science
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Introduction

Establish in November 2013, the Department of Political Science, university of Turbat,
is forging ahead with its full capacity to the satisfaction of the students and faculty
members. With the immensely positive result of the first Semester since its inception, the
department has emerged as an attractive force for students desiring to do their Masters
in Political Science.
The Department of Political Science is on its course with the aim of inculcating into the
students an understanding of Political System and processes fulfilling the Demands of
the Modern World. The consciousness of Constitutional and legal Rights and Duties of the
citizens is a pre-requisite for democracy to take roots and flourish, which the department
has succeeded infusing and enhancing.
Further, more significantly, the department is proceeding to arm the students with the
weapon of critical thinking and reasoning, rationality and Logic. To equip the students with
questioning, enquiring, creative and innovative minds is specially focused with researchoriented studies.
With the ever-increasing intensity and frequency of the dynamic and interactive era of
Politics, the Department is trying to give a penetrating insight into the current national
and international issues and events.

Faculty Members
Mr. Jamil Ahmed

Mr. Chaker Hyder

Lecturer (Chairperson)

Lecturer

M.A. Political Science, UoB, Quetta

M.A. Political Science, UoB, Quetta

Mr. Changaiz Ahmed (Study Leave)

Mr. Muzaffir Hussain

Lecturer

Lecturer (Study Leave)

M.A. Political Science, Karachi University

M.S. Political Science, QAU, Islamabad

Mr. Shah Hussain

Mr. Nawaz Ahmed

Lecturer (Contract)

Lecturer (Contract)

M.A. Political Science, UoB, Quetta

M.A. Political Science, UoB, Quetta
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Department of
Management Sciences
32
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Introduction

The department of Management Sciences was established since the inception of the
University of Balochistan, subcampus Turbat on 23rd November, 2009 and started its
classes on 1st January 2010. University hired four lecturers for the said department, and
currently there are ten regular lecturers and six visiting lecturers. Besides these lecturers
University of Turbat is about to induct four (4) more lecturers against the vacant vacancies
of lecturers on study leave.
So far four BBA, one MBA (morning) and one MBA (Executive) batches are continuing their
classes successfully. The first energetic batch of Bachelors of Business Administration has
passed out on December 2013 and second BBA batch has passed out in December 2014.
In May, 2013 sub-campus Turbat was converted into University of Turbat along with its
entire assets, liabilities and services. Soon after, the Vice Chancellor appointed Lecturer
Waseem Barkat as the first Acting Chairman of the department. Current Acting Head of
Department is Siraj Ahmed.
Soon after, the worthy Vice Chancellor decided to commence the Master of Business
Administration (Executive) classes and within short span of time the MBA (Executive)
classes started on 1st September 2013, and this batch will pass out in May 2015.
The Department has successfully started Master of Business Administration (Morning) as
its third program of the department which were started on 1st January, 2014.

Faculty Members
Mr. Siraj Ahmed

Mr. Badal Khan

Lecturer (Chairperson) (Contract)

Lecturer (Study Leave)

M.B.A (HRM), IIU, Islamabad

M.B.A (Finance), BUITMS, Quetta

Mr. Mumtaz Ahmed

Mr. Tahir Badini

Lecturer (Study Leave)

Lecturer (Study Leave)

M.B.A (Finance), UoB, Quetta

Mr. Shahzad Khalil

Mr. Idrees Waris

Lecturer (Study Leave)

Lecturer (Study Leave)

M.S Management Sci. (Marketing), IQRA, Karachi

M.S Management Sci. (Marketing), IQRA, Karachi

Mr. Riaz Ahmed

Mr. Waseem Barkat

Assistant Prof. (Study Leave)

Assistant Prof. (Study Leave)

Mr. Ghulam Jan

Mr. Adeel Ahmed

Lecturer (Study Leave)

Assistant Prof. (Study Leave)
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Faculty Members (Contd.)
Mr. Noroz Khan

Mr. Alam Saeed

Lecturer (Contract)

Lecturer (Contract)

M.B.A (Marketing), PAF-KIET, Karachi

M.B.A (Finance), SZABIST, Karachi

Mr. Qambar Ali

Mr. Waseem Sadiq

Lecturer (Contract)

Lecturer (Visiting)

M.B.A (Finance), Bahria University, Karachi

M.B.A (Finance), Hamdard University, Karachi

Mr. Abdul Jabbar

Mr. Fida Ahmed

Lecturer (Contract)

Lecturer (Contract)

M.B.A (Finance), SZABIST, Karachi

B.B.A (Finance), UoB, Quetta

Mr. Sagheer Ahmed

Mr. Atta-ur-Rehman

Lecturer (Visiting)

Lecturer (Visiting)

M.B.A (Marketing), Bahria University, Karachi

M.B.A (Finance), BUITMS, Quetta
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Student Strength
Department and Program

Male

Female

Masters in Computer Science

12

9

Bachelor of Science in Computer Science

24

8

20

9

Master of Philosophy in Balochi

17

18

Master of Arts in Balochi

18

29

Master in Commerce

17

10

Bachelor in Commerce

28

15

25

16

20

29

15

14

Master in Business Administration (3.5 Y)

26

19

Master in Business Administration (Executive)

5

0

Bachelor in Business Administration

22

10

244

186

Computer Science

Economics
Master of Science in Economics

Balochi

Commerce

Education
Master of Arts in Education

English Literature
Master of Arts in English Literature

Political Science
Master of Arts in Political Science

Management Sciences

Total
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Human Resource
Development

Faculty Development program is being implemented as per PC-1, Establishment
of University of Turbat currently for the purpose of mainly MS/MPhil, Ph.D.
in abroad, split and local. Initially the following scholars have been awarded
MS/M.Phil and Ph.D. scholarships within country and abroad.
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Shahzad Khalil

Department Management Sciences

Adeel Ahmed

Department Management Sciences

Program Ph.D.

Program Ph.D.

Institute IQRA University, Karachi

Institute University Sains

Country Pakistan

Country Malaysia

Ghulam Jan

Department Management Sciences

Badal Khan

Department Management Sciences

Program M.S Management Sciences

Program M.Phil leading to Ph.D.

Institute AIT

Institute IQRA University, KHI

Country Thailand

Country Pakistan

Idrees Waris

Department Management Sciences

Tahir Badini

Department Management Sciences

Program M.Phil leading to Ph.D.

Program M.S Leading to Ph.D.

Institute IQRA University, Karachi

Institute AIT

Country Pakistan

Country Thailand

Waseem Barkat

Department Management Sciences

Mumtaz Ahmed

Department Management Sciences

Program Ph.D.

Program M.S

Institute University Sains

Institute

Country Malaysia

Country Pakistan
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Riaz Mazar

Department Management Sciences

Adnan Riaz

Department English Literature

Program Ph.D.

Program M.S

Institute Heidelberg University

Institute USL

Country Germany

Country Turkey

Hani Abul Hassan

Shah Mir

Department English Literature

Department English Literature

Program M.Phil leading to Ph.D.

Program M.S

Institute Air University, Islamabad

Institute ATHIENS

Country Pakistan

Country Turkey

Abdul Majid Nasir

Department Commerce

Mazar Mohsin

Department Computer Science

Program MBA

Program M.S Computer Science

Institute Putra Business School

Institute AIT

Country Malaysia

Country Thailand

Muhammad Sameer

Department Computer Science

Department Computer Science

Program M.S leading to Ph.D.

Program M.S

Institute

Institute SRH HOCHSCHULE

Country United Kingdom

38

Mukhtar Hussain

Country Germany
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Shahista Hayat

Department English Literature

Essa Karim

Department Commerce

Program M.S

Program M.S

Institute SBKWU

Institute

Country Pakistan

Country Pakistan

Muzaffir Hussain

Department Political Science

Changaiz Ahmed

Department Political Science

Program M.S.

Program M.Phil leading to Ph.D.

Institute ATHIENS

Institute GCU, Lahore

Country Turkey

Country Pakistan

Aqeel Ahmed

Department Balochi

Shareef Mir

Department Balochi

Program M.Phil

Program M.Phil

Institute GC University, Lahore

Institute UoB

Country Pakistan

Country Pakistan

Two New Ph.D. Holders Join UoT

While these scholars are expanding their knowledge by further studies, the uninterrupted
joint efforts by the Vice Chancellor University of Turbat Prof. Dr. Abdul Razzaq Sabir and
Pro Vice Chancellor Dr. Abdul Saboor Baloch and their team for hunting the Ph.D Degree
Holders for the University of Turbat, is on a road to success as two more Ph.D Degree
Holders formally joined UoT. Both, Dr. Haneef-ur-Rehman and Dr. Attiq-ur-Rehman, of
them assumed their charge as A.Prof at newly established Department of Chemistry.
While the hunt for Ph.D. holders is still on, four of the regular faculty members have been
promoted from Lecturer to Assistant Professors, namely Mr. Waseem Barkat, Mr. Adeel
Ahmed, and Mr. Riaz Ahmed, from Department of Management Sciences and Mr. Ghafoor
Shad from Department of Balochi. Mr. Tahir Hakim, recruited as Assistant Professor for
the Department of Balochi.
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Research &
Publications
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Introduction

University is also pleased to support
Research and Development are the niche financially at possible ends.
of the University of Turbat. Although it has
established recently, but level best efforts Research Journals
at all level have been taken to promote the “Gidroshia” is the Annual Research Journal
research culture and provide conducive published by the University. Department of
environment to both its faculty members Balochi plans to bring out research journal
and student for exploration and study of (Meeri) in the near future.
research. For the purpose of infacilitation
and encouragement of Research, the

2013

2014

2015
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Newsletter

A bi-annual Newsletter “KECH NEWS” is the main organ of the University publishing
administrative, academic activities and other achievements of the University.

Jan-June 2013

July-Dec 2014

42

July-Dec 2013

Jan-June 2015
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Jan-June 2014

July-Dec 2015

Annual Report
2013-2014

Prospectus

Annual Report 2015
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Meetings of the
Statutory and
other Bodies
2015

Third Syndicate
30th May

Fourth Finance and Planning Committee
29th June

First Affiliation Committe
4th October

Second Faculty Council
4th November

Third Academic Council
14th November
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4th
Finance and
Planning
Committee
Meeting

4th meeting of Finance and Planning Committee
of University of Turbat at HEC Regional office at
Karachi. During the meeting, Vice Chancellor insisted
on the need of appropriate planning for the fast
completion of long term developmental projects
well in time to achieve targeted goals in the field
of Higher Education. The way University of Turbat
is introducing a new epoch of providing Higher
Learning and Research culture to the people of
Mekran division, is believed to be beneficial in true
sense for the future generations of this region long
through centuries in the field of quality Higher Education.
In the meeting the proposed estimated budget of the University for 2015-2016 and
other financial matters were discussed thoroughly. In the mean while the Finance
and Planning Committee reached on some important decisions that included the
approval of Group Insurance Scheme for the University Teachers, Officers and
Staff, encouraging Ph.D degree holder Teachers to serve at University of Turbat,
Fee Structure of Bachelor and degree level Examinations and idea to establishment
Sub Campus of the University of Turbat at Gawadar.
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1st
Affiliation
Committee
Meeting

The purpose of the meeting was to endorse and
ratify the affiliation progression of all Government
Degree Colleges/Educational Institutions situated
in the territorial Limits of the University of Turbat
under the University of Turbat Act 2012. The matters
relating to the affiliation of pre affiliated-Public Sector
Degree Colleges, non-affiliated colleges of Makran
Division and affiliation of Elementary Colleges of
Kech and Panjgur with Universiy of Turbat were
thoroughly discussed and resolved with reference to
the Affiliations Rules and Regulations approved by

the Higher Education Commission of Pakistan.
During the meeting the Chairman Affiliation Committee Dr. Abdul Saboor said
that the all codal formalities and procedures laid down by the Higher Education
Commission of Pakistan have been observed strictly during affiliation process. He
said that in the next phase of affiliation process the applications will be invited
from Degree Awarding Private Colleges for affiliation with University of Turbat.
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Third meeting of academic council of University of
Turbat chaired by the chairman of academic council
Vice Chancellor Professor Dr Abdul Razaq Sabir, was
held here at city Campus University of Turbat. The
meeting was also attended by Pro Vice Chancellor
Professor Dr Abdul Saboor Baloch, university officers,
sectional heads, chairman of various departments
and faculty members. In his presidential address Vice
Chancellor welcomed the members of the academic
council in the august meeting and said that University
of Turbat is all capable to meet the expectations of

3rd
Academic
Council
Meeting

the people in the field of higher education and research. University of Turbat is
being widely recognized not only in the province but also across the country due
to its incredible achievements soon after two years of its establishment.
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3rd
Syndicate
Meeting

UoT in a very short span of two years has greatly
contributed to the Higher Education in Mekran which
is bearing positive results and with each passing
day the confidence of the people is strengthening.
Quality Education in a cheating free environment
is the mission of this institute. VC UoT spoke these
words on the event of 3rd Syndicate meeting of UoT.
He added that faculty training is an essential part of
the university vision which helps groom the faculties’
ability in both academic and administrative affairs
and for that different training programs including

short training visits to HEIs within the country to gain academic expertise, are
encouraged.
The meeting involved the different decisions of different committees including the
Selection Board, the decisions taken by the Finance Committee and the approval
of the budget for the upcoming year 2015-16. Opening of UoT Sub-campus at
Gwadar and Housing Society for the University employees were also on agenda.
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Members of the Statutory Bodies

Senate

H.E. Muhammad Khan Achakzai
Governor Balochistan/Chancellor UoT (Chair)

Prof. Dr. Abdul Razzaq Sabir
VC, UoT

Principal Secretary to Governor Balochistan
Governor Secretariat

Secretary to Higher Education Department
Government of Balochistan

Secretary to Finance Department
Government of Balochistan

Dr. Abdul Hameed Bajoi
Ex-VC LUWAMS Uthal

Prof. Ghulam Rasool Khalid
Ex-Director Colleges, Balochistan

Ms. Zubeda Jalal

Former Minister Education

Eng. Muhammad Usman
BUET Khuzdar

Prof. Bashir Ahmed Baloch
Principal Degree College, Turbat

Ms. Zeenat Sana

Dean Faculty of Languages UoB, Quetta

Mr. Mukhtar Hussain

Lecturer Computer Science Department

Ms. Samina Faqir

Lecturer Economics Department

Mr. Mumtaz Ahmed

Lecturer Management Sciences

Mr. Mushtaq Muhammad
Lecturer Commerce Department

Mr. Ghulam Mustafa

Web Developer, UoT (Student Alumni)

Mr. Muhammad Hayat
Registrar, UoT (Secretary)
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Members of the Statutory Bodies (contd.)

Syndicate

Prof. Dr. Abdul Razzaq Sabir
VC, UoT (Chair)

Dr. Abdul Saboor Baloch

Pro-VC, UoT / Acting Dean Faculty of Arts and Sciences

Dr. Gul Hassan
PVC, LUWAMS

Mr. Abdul Hameed Baloch
Advocate

Mr. Ghulam Farooq

Director Finance/Treasure UoT

Mr. Tanvir Ahmed
CE. UoT

Dr. Haneef Ur Rehman
Incharge QEC, UoT

Director QEC

(Non Voting Member)

Mr. Muhammad Hayat
Registrar, UoT (Secretary)
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Members of the Statutory Bodies (contd.)
Academic Council
Prof. Dr. Abdul Razzaq Sabir Mr. Amjid Ali
VC, UoT (Chair)

Representative of Dept. of English

Pro-VC, UoT

Mr. Tanvir Ahmed

Representative of Dept. of
Computer Science

Mr. Siraj Ahmed

Registrar, UoT (Secretary)

Dr. Abdul Saboor Baloch
CE. UoT

Mr. Shamsa Aziz

Mr. Muhammad Hayat

Acting Chairperson Dept. of Management Director QEC
(Non Voting Member)
Sciences

Mr. Rashid Akram

Acting Chairperson Dept. of Computer
Science

Mr. Mushtaq Muhammad

Acting Chairperson Dept. of Commerce

Ms. Samina Faqir

Acting Chairperson Dept. of Economics

Mr. Mazhar Ali

Acting Chairperson Dept. of English

Mr. Jamil Ahmed

Acting Chairperson Dept. of Political
Science

Dr. Hanif-ur-Rehman

Acting Chairperson Dept. of Chemistry

Mr. Abdul Ghafoor

Acting Chairperson Dept. of Balochi

Mr. Changez Baloch

Representative of Dept. of Political
Science

Mr. Muhammad Waris

Representative of Dept. of Commerce

Mr. Asif Ali

Chairperson of Dept. of Education
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Directorate of
Information
Technology
The Information and Technology departments is highlighted some of
its achievements during the period of 2014. The milestones achieved
are enormous. Information Technology department is the backbone
of any organization. Internet has made the world a global village.
Information Technology is the gateway that global village. Organization
are empowering their Information and Technology departments
to meet the challenges of modern era. University of Turbat has
established its Information Technology department in 2013 and Mr.
Abdul Hakim from Department of Computer Science, is in charge. One
of the achievements after affiliation was to get connected to Pakistan
Education and Research Network (PERN 2) by Higher Education
Commission. On 1st Nov, 2014 The University was enlisted in PERN 2.
Matter related to Information Technology are overseen and regulated
by Information Technology department. Inter-departments are
provided technical assistance for smooth work progress. For better
communication, Infrastructure for internet is developed. Fully
furnished computer labs with latest specification, each system fully
integrated with latest software and capable of running the up to date
graphic tools such as Auto CAD and Maya etc. Wi-Fi Service is provided
to students, faculty and administration.
Students can access network and internet resources through
different hotspots. For security measures Wi-Fi clients are allowed
to access internet with proper registration. Information Technology
department enhances the collaboration of internal departments and
administration with in University.
After two well functional computer labs, a third with the most
advanced machines to date with the power of tackling most advanced
engineering tasks and simulation has been established and been
inaugrated by worthy CM Balochistan, Dr. Abdul Malik Baloch.
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TheNationalEducation
Research
and
Education Network,
Pakistan (PERN 2)
University of Turbat has achieved one its
milestones being connected to PERN 2.
Pakistan Education & Research Network
is the only research and education
network of Pakistan which was launched
in 2002. The purpose of this national
research and education network is to
provide communication infrastructure
to the universities, institutions of higher
learning and research organizations
to meet their networking and internet
requirements. The network has evolved
significantly and is providing valuable
services, like high-speed internet, audio/
video conferencing, and access to digital
library resources.

PERN Services
•
•

•
•
•
•

Internet Services (Fastest Access to
Information)
Intranet: Virtual Private LAN Service
(Secure, Reliable Global Ethernet VPN
Full-Mesh Solution)
National Digital Library
Video/ VoIP (Video Conferencing)
Local Content Hosting (Cloud Services)
Unified Communication (The Private
Cloud technology as implemented is
primarily aimed at providing Unified
Communication solution including
email services, office communicator
etc.)
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Directorate of
Public
Relations
In this most communicative and media era it became increasingly
important for every Institute/Organization including universities to
know what their clients and stakeholders are thinking about them,
what they like and dislike, and what concerns and satisfies them.
Historically, the practice of Public Relations unit within universities has
been one-way, asymmetrical. But in recent years, however, scholars
have advocated a strategic approach to University Public Relations that
moves beyond media relations and embraces strategic management,
two way symmetrical communication.
Most of the Universities had a problem in coordinating with public.
media and other stakeholders; therefore they preferred to establish
the Directorate or the Unit of Public Relations in the vicinity of the
Universities to fill the gap, having strong linkage with stakeholders
and media to introduce the positive image of the University in the
society. In recent years, numerous universities have established Public
Relations unit to serve the purpose.
Moreover they have done so in order to better communication with
students, alumni, communities, affiliated and constituent colleges,
publics and other stakeholders.
Acknowledging the contemporary dominating role of media in national
development, and the increasing importance of the Public Relations
unit in educational institutions, it has been decided by the competent
authority to introduce Directorate of Public Relations at the University
of Turbat. Mr. Ijaz Ahmed Baloch has been appointed as first Director
of the Directorate of Public Relations, UoT on June 24, 2015.
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Considering that the University of Turbat
is relatively a new one, the efforts taken
by competent authority to expand and
develop it’s of Public Relations Unit is
an ample addition to promote Higher
Learning in Makran region.
This office directly works under Vice
Chancellor´s supervision, therefore
this office is bound to perform its
duties under the auspice, guidance and
patronage of the Vice Chancellor. This
will be the main
publicity
arm
of
University
of
Turbat.
It
primarily
will deal with
dissemination
of
information
and
news
pertaining to the
university, and
Public Relations,
focusing mainly
on
projection

media relationships, publicity and
projection of university’s curricular
and co-curricular activities and present
feed back to the Vice Chancellor Office.
With the consultation and approval of
competent authority the Directorate
of Public Relations can arrange
talks/discussion
session
regarding
multidimensional implications of social
media on students.
The Directorate of Public Relations
basically is considered to disseminate
information/
news among
the
people,
organizations
and
all
stakeholders
within
and
outside
the
p r o v i n c e
t h r o u g h
different
tools
of

of official policies, academic activities communication. It will create awareness
and development programs through amongst the people on university
issuance of handouts, press releases policies, plans and programs for the
and maintaining a close liaison with development of Higher Education in a
the local media and Cable Television far flung and remote area like Mekran
Network through a Public Relations division. This office will be supposed to
Officer. This office will be on a mission act as a bridge between the stakeholders
to maintain and strengthen university (internal and external publics) and the
University of Turbat.
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Quality
Enhancement
Cell
The Quality Enhancement Cell (QEC) in University of Turbat is a newly
created cell according to the need of the modern times with the
changing of the world.
Dr. Hanif-ur-Rehman (Chairperson Department of Chemistry) is
incharge of the cell.
This requirement brought into fulfilment by the support of the Higher
Education Commission of Pakistan in association with the Quality
Assurance Agency (QAA) of Higher Education Commission of Pakistan.
Since the establishment of the QEC, the section has performed many
academic and extra-curricular activities in the University.
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Under University of Turbat, a Two days Orientation
& Awareness Seminar was jointly organized by
department of examinations & Quality Enhancement
Cell(Q.U.C) for the newly admitted Students
of various departments for the academic year
2015,from Feb.17 to 18, 2015 at Kech Public Library
University of Turbat.
Speaking at the opening ceremony, Vice Chancellor
Prof. Dr. Abdul Razzaq Sabir said that it was very
much encouraging that upon the beginning of new
academic year this important and knowledgeable

2 Days
Orientation
&
Awareness
Seminar

Seminar was organized for the new Students, in which the Students will be oriented
about Semester System and Quality Education.
The Pro Vice Chancellor UoT Dr. Abdul Saboor Baloch said that Department of
Examinations and Q.E.C. are appreciable that organized and conducted Seminar on
timely manner. The important of the seminar is very much high because the newly
admitted Students don’t have prior information and orientation about Semester
System. He hoped that it would remain longstanding impact and positive results
in kind of better performance of the Students.
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Finance
Salient Features

The main sources of funding of UoT are Development Grants and
Recurring Grants being received from the Federal govt through HEC.
HEC is also providing dedicated funds for specific purposes such as to
meet security requirements , to provide in house training etc.
Apart from the above, the honourable Governor Balochistan also
allocates some funds to the University as Grant in aid for specific
purposes. The University’s own revenues from Tuition Fee, exam fee
and other heads are contributing in its Revenue- Pool to some extent.
The UoT Project
The Project titled “Establishment of University of Turbat” was approved
by ECNEC during May 2011 at a total cost of Rs. 1580.39 (M). Although
the commencement year of the Project given in the PC-I was 2011-12;
however the Project was actually started from the F/Y 2013-14 after
induction of full-time VC and other Senior officers. Since July 2013, the
work of the construction of new Campus is continuing without any
break and by Jan 2016, almost 70% of the works have been completed.
Apart from Civil works the Project cost also includes other components
such as scholarships for higher studies, Purchase of equipments,
Furniture & Fixtures, books and Journals, Transport and Security
system etc. Due to delay in starting of the Project, law and order
problems and other reasons the cost of Project increased beyond the
permissible limit of 15% ; as such a Revised PC-I was prepared and
approved by the Govt at a cost of Rs. 2820.62(M) during January 2016.A
total amount of Rs. 768 (M) have already been spent from the Project
funds by 31st January 2016.
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Recurring Grant

Soon after being recognized by HEC, the
University of Turbat started receiving
annual Recurring Grant from HEC w.e.f
Sept 2014.
During 2014-15 it received a total
grant of Rs. 45(M) while during 201516, its allocations were enhanced to
Rs. 100(M) which also included Rs. 5
(M) for need-based scholarships. The
total expenditures against Recurring
grant during last two years has been Rs.
66.2 (M) up-to January 2016 while total
releases for the same period were Rs.
82.56 (M).

Budget for F/Y 2016-17

The Tentative Budget for the next F/Y
2016-17 was considered by the Finance
& Planning Committee of UoT in its
meeting held on 13th Feb 2016 according
to which the total volume of next year’s
budget would be Rs. 254 (M) out of which
about Rs. 70 (M) will be met from internal
sources and grants from provincial govt;
while the HEC has been requested to
meet the shortfall of Rs. 184 (M). The
final budget would be formulated after
knowing about the actual allocations
from HEC.

Endownments Fund

The former Chief Minister of Balochistan
Dr. Abdul Malik Baloch ,had announced
during the stone laying ceremony of
the UoT Project on 6th February 2014,
to provide funds for establishment of
UoT’s Endowment fund. Accordingly an
amount of Rs. 50 (M) was received from
GoB during last quarter of F/Y 2013-14
which was invested in three years term
deposit in NBP @ 11.75 % p.a after
obtaining comparative rates of interest
through open and transparent bidding.

This fund is meant for investment in the
long term deposit/securities in order to
meet long term financial needs of the
University and the profits/interest are
utilized for providing scholarships and
other benefits to the students.

Grant in aid

The honorable Governor Balochistan/
Chancellor PSU ‘s of Balochistan has very
kindly granted a total amount of Rs. 28
(M) during the last two years i.e. 201314 and 2014-15 as Grant in aid which
have been fully spent for the heads and
purposes prescribed by the Government
of Balochistan. A request for allocating
an amount of Rs. 40 (M) to UoT for the
current F/Y 2015-16 is pending with the
concerned quarters.

Future Plans

The Management of University of Turbat
is determined to make the University
financially healthy and stable in the long
run. To achieve this objective it aims at
enhancing its revenue–earning capacity
on the one hand and strengthening
financial discipline and governance
on the other hand. The University has
already taken steps to start the process
of affiliating all the colleges and other
institutions within its jurisdiction as well
as to register Private Candidates. It is
expected that this will being in significant
revenues during next Financial year
and the subsequent years. There are a
number of other plans in pipeline aimed
at making the organization financially
self-sustaining.
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Development Grants Receipts and Expenditures
2015-16 (M)
2014-15 (M)
2013-14 (M)
2012-13 (M)
2011-12 (M)
0
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Amount Spent
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Amount Received

Recurring Grants
16.41

Ending Balance
Payment including bank charges and misc.
payments

24.2
41.59

2.46

Total Funds Available

48.77

Receipts including releases, bank markup
and misc. receipts

33.79

48.77

24.2

Opening Balances
0
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Grant in Aid
0.03
0.01

Ending Balance

12.97

Payments

13

Receipts

14.98
15

0.01
0

Opening Balance
0
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2013-14 (M)

Revenue from Internal Sources
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Linkages
and MOUs
inked with
University Sains Islamic
Malaysia
COMSATS Institute
Islamabad
UNDP
University of Balochistan
Quetta
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University of Haripur
Haripur
University of Peshawar
Peshawar
BUET
Khuzdar
LUAWMS
Lasbela
SBK Women’s University
Quetta
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VC UoT
attends 3rd
VC Forum of
Islamic
Countries

Vice Chancellor University of Turbat Prof. Dr. Abdul
Razzaq Sabir attended the 3rd Vice-Chancellors
Forum of Islamic Countries which was held from
23rd to 24th February, 2015 at Islamabad. The
forum aimed at providing an open platform to
academics and researchers in the Islamic world to
develop collaborative links, build up cooperation
and encourage dialogue among representative
institutions. Federal Minister for Planning and
Development Ahsan Iqbal was the chief guest in
the inaugural ceremony. The Forum bore the title

“Vice Chancellors Forum 2014: Universities in the Islamic World: Facing Global
Challenges” providing a platform to the university heads in the OIC member states
in forging linkages for initiating joint academic programs, promoting research,
pooling their resources, offering scholarships and so forth.
Vice Chancellor University of Turbat also signed three MoUs with participating
Universities including University Sains Islamic, Malaysia, Al-Gabal Al-Gharbi
University, Libya and COMSATS, Islamabad on the second day of the forum.
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Vice Chancellor University of Turbat Prof. Dr. Abdul
Razzaq Sabir on occasion of Special Meeting of
Inter University Consortium for Promotion of Social
Sciences in Pakistan on 9th-10th April, 2015 at
Gwadar inked Memorandum of Understandings with
five leading Universities in the country and province.
The first MoU was signed with University of Peshawar
headed by Prof. Dr. Rasul Jan Vice Chancellor to
strengthen the departments particularly newly
established Department of Chemistry at UoT. The
Second MoU was inked with University of Haripur in

VC UoT inks
MOUs with
5 leading
Universities

KPK, Vice Chancellor UoH Prof. Dr. Naseer Ali Khan who is also Chairman of the
IUCPSS in Pakistan, inked the MoU. Third MoU was inked with Lasbela University of
Water and Marine Sciences (LUWAMS) Uthal. VC LUWAMS Prof. Dr. Dost Muhammad
Baloch inked the MoU. Fourth MoU was inked with University of Engineering and
Technology (UET) Khuzdar, Engr. Brig ( R ) Muhammad Amin SI(M) inked the MoU.
The fifth MoU was inked between Sardar Bhadur Khan Women University Quetta
and Prof. Dr. Rukhsana Jabeen VC SBKU inked the MoU.
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Seminars
Workshops
Trainings &
Events
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On 9th and 10th April 2015, Gwadar observed for
the first time in its history, a number of 26 viceChancellors and Intellectuals from all around the
country including representatives of different
International Organizations. The event was
sponsored by Government of Balochistan/Chancellor
office. The delegates attended the inauguration of
road map and Special meeting of Inter University
Consortium for the Promotion of Social Sciences and
Art and Humanities in Pakistan by the consortium.
The Launching ceremony was attended by the
Chief Minister Balochistan Dr. Abdul Malik as the
Chief Guest who reiterated the need of the need
of such events and pressed the need of allocation
of more scholarships and funding for the students
of Balochistan. He welcomed the initiative taken by University of Turbat. He
appreciated efforts of the VC UoT and his team. The launching ceremony was
presided over by Chairman IUCPSS and Vice Chancellor University of Hairpur Dr.
Nasser Ali Khan. Dr. Mansoor Akbar Kundi, Executive Director Higher Education

UoT Hosts
26 VCs
of HEIs’
on the
occasion
of IUCPSS
meeting at
Gwadar
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Commission of Pakistan promised for the increase of Scholarship Opportunities
for Balochistan and promised any kind of possible support to the University of
Turbat. Saifullah Chatta, the chief Secretary Balochistan was also present. Adnan
Riaz, Chairperson Department of English, University of Turbat was the moderator
of the inaugural.
On the second day of the event in the special meeting of Inter University Consortium
for promotion of Social Sciences in Pakistan the participants deliberated on various
issues and proposals for strengthening social sciences in Pakistan especially
in Balochistan. The meeting included some new steps to be taken in order to
strengthen the condition of Social Sciences in Pakistan. These assertions called for
increase in allocation for establishment of Pakistan Academy of Social Sciences,
consolidation of current social sciences research journals and elevation of interprovincial skill collaborations & sharing knowledge in higher education sector.
Pro. Dr Abdul Razzaq Sabir, Vice-Chancellor University of Turbat, at the end thanked
the participants and acknowledged the worth of the presence of all the member
Universities.
During their stay at Gwadar the HEC delegation headed by Prof. Dr. Mansoor
Akbar Kundi E.D also visited the newly proposed building for University of Turbat
sub campus at Gwadar.
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Chief Minister Balochistan Dr Abdul Malik Baloch
paid a special visit to University of Turbat. During
the visit addressing on the exceptional occasion
of Cheque distribution Ceremony in connection
with Prime Minister’s Fee Reimbursement Scheme
for Less Developed Areas. Speaking at a cheque
distribution ceremony under the Prime Minister’s Fee
Reimbursement Program at University of Turbat held

CM
Balochistan
visits
UoT City
Campus

on October 13, 2015 the Chief Minister Dr Abdul Malik
Baloch asked the students to concentrate on obtaining
higher education instead of looking for minor jobs.
The Chief Minister said to the youth that you are living in an era of competitive and
merit in which only those people will succeed who have knowledge and skills. Therefore
you should mold yourselves according to the modern requirements and work hard to
meet future challenges.
During his visit to University of Turbat City Campus the CM Balochistan inaugurated
newly established Department of Chemistry, well-equipped latest Computer Lab,
Video Link System and PERN connectivity for easier access to internet world wide to
improve video conferencing, education and research activities in University of Turbat.
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2nd
Indigenous
On-Campus
Training at
UOT

University of Turbat in collaboration with Higher
Education of Pakistan has chalked out a constructive
plan

to

brush

up

and

expand

the

talent

of

administrative staff, faculty members and the students
of the University of Turbat and the other affiliating
colleges and educational institutions situated in
the territorial limits of the University of Turbat by
providing them the facility of On-campus Training so
that they can accomplish their creative skills not only
in the field of technology and higher education but
also in every spheres of life. This was expressed by

the Vice Chancellor University of Turbat Prof. Dr. Abdul Razzaq Sabir during address
to participants of the closing ceremony of second five days Indigenous On-campus
Training at University of Turbat, which was organized in collaboration with Higher
Education Commission of Pakistan for the capacity enhancement of administrative
staff of University of Turbat and other educational institutions from October 28th to
November 1st, 2015. The key objective of the training was to help the participants
to improve the administrative efficiency of universities/colleges and enable them to
promote good governance in their parent’s institution.
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Keeping university teachers abreast with current
trends, a professional development workshop for
faculty members of Balochistan based Universities
was organized from 24 August to 4 September, 2015
at the Faculty Development Academy of COMSATS
Institute of Information Technology Islamabad
by Inter University Consortium for Promotion of
Social Sciences (IUCPSS) and COMSATS Institute
of Information Technology (CIIT) in collaboration
with National Testing Service (NTS) Pakistan and
Government of Balochistan. The main objectives of

2 Week
Workshop
for Faculty
Members of
Balochistan’s
Universities

this master trainer workshop was to keeping the university teachers abreast with
current trends in knowledge disseminating in areas such as curriculum development,
assessment and evaluation, microteaching and research methodology, academic
writing, classroom management, communication and presentation skills.
Six UoT faculty members including Dr. Hanif ur Rehman and Zafar Ali from Chemistry,
Manzoor Ahmed Education, Muhammad Alim Management Sciences,Muhammad
Nazwaz from Pol Sc and Muhammad Sadiq Saba from Balochi Department attended
the training.
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Indegenious
on Campus
Training for
Administrative
Skills

Five-day Indigenous on campus Training was
conducted by the University of Turbat in collaboration
with Higher Education Commission of Pakistan.
The training concentrated on managerial skills
and good governance for the participants for the
enhancement of their skills and the better handling
and management of their concerned departments
and sections. The Non-teaching officials,grade
16 and above from University of Turbat and the
different institutes together with Govt. Elementary
College, Atta Shad College Turbat were among the

participants. Dr. Gul Hassan PVC LUWAMS Uthal contributed as the resource person
who conducted the 5-day program with 15 sessions. The vigorous participation
of the participants added to the fine progression. Question and answer sessions
with experiences shared helped making the event fruitful. Dr. Abdul Saboor PVC
University of Turbat shared his commitment in the Opening Ceremony of the event
with the belief that the University of Turbat would continue such efforts. Being the
Coordinator of the event he thanked the resource person for his presence at the
program.
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First video conferencing arranged at University of
Turbat where the renowned Professor, Researcher
and founder of Higher Education Commission of
Pakistan and former chairman HEC, Dr. Atta Ur
Rahman presented his research paper on subject
Building knowledge economy: imperative for socioeconomic development, live from HEC auditorium
Islamabad. Dr. Atta Ur Rahman highlighted the need
and compatibility of knowledge economy in the
world generally in developing countries particularly.
The video conferencing was attended by sixty

First Ever
Video
Conference
of UoT using
PERN

five universities of Pakistan including University of Turbat. The Vice Chancellor
University of Turbat Prof. Dr. Abdul Razzaq Sabir along with head of departments
and faculty members participated in video conferencing.
While admiring the efforts taken by the incharge IT section and his team for making
possible participating in video conferencing successfully, the Vice Uhancellor
University of Turbat Prof. Dr. Abdul Razzaq Sabir assured to provide every support
and assistance in the efforts to be taken to make possible the participation of
students in video conferencing.
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VC UoT
visits
Vancouver
for a
10 Day
Study Tour

The Vice Chancellor University of Turbat, Prof.
Dr. Abdul Razzaq Sabir, along with nineteen other
Vice Chancellors of Pakistani Universities HEIs,
representatives of the British Council in Pakistan
and Higher Education Commission of Pakistan is in
Vancouver Canada for a 10-day study tour. The visit
is hosted by Commonwealth of Learning (COL), the
British Council in Pakistan and the Higher Education
Commission (HEC) of Pakistan.
The stay aims to develop the leadership, strategic
planning and other capacities of the Vice Chancellors

by learning from the experiences of their counterparts from the leading universities
like British Columbia University and Simon Fraser University Vancouver Canada.
The visit involves presentations and workshops from Commonwealth of Learning
(COL), British Columbia University and Simon Fraser University’s top experts. The
stopover by the Vice Chancellor University of Turbat also included the meeting
with the Vice Presidents of the both Universities. The VC UoT also presented Logoshields to the Vice Presidents of the both highly ranked Institutions.
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The 2nd NBEAC Deans and Directors Conference
on “Building Bridges, Fostering Collaborations in
Business Education” held at Marriot Hotel Karachi
on 10-11 February, 2015. University of Turbat made
its representation through Mr. Mumtaz Ahmed,
Chairperson Department of Management Sciences
who keenly participated in this conference and
shared his experience and stressed on challenges
faced by Business Schools in this region and their
collaborations with industry.
The conference was chaired by Dr. Hasan Sohaib

UoT made its
representation
in the 2nd
NBEAC
Conference

Murad, Chairman NBEAC and Co-chaired by Dr. Ishrat Hussain, Director, Institute
of Business Administration, Karachi and Dr. Mukhtar Ahmed, Chairman, Higher
Education Commission, Islamabad.
The Conference was a venue for experience sharing, based on the discussions and
perspectives of heads of business schools and industry professionals. The strategic
level conference provided a platform for heads of business schools and industry
executives to share their experiences in establishing linkages and contributing to
the development of business education, industry and economy.
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HoDs and
Top Admin.
UoT attend
a workshop
at IBA

The faculty members of University of Turbat including
Mushtaq Mohammad Badini, chairperson Department
of Commerce, Adnan Riaz Chairperson Department of
English Literature, Ghafoor Shad Chairperson Department
of Balochi and Rashid Ali Chairperson Department of
Computer Science, and from the administration UoT,
The Registrar University of Turbat Mohammad Hayat,
Ghulam Farooq Director Finance, Chaker Hyder PSO to
Vice Chancellor, Ganguzar Baloch Deputy Registrar and
Shahid Noor -- were also simultaneously present at IBA
for a workshop on “Human Resource Management” and

“Leadership and Change Management” attended HEC patronized and organized at
Institute of Business Administration (IBA), a 4-day Training, from 27th-30th April 2015, in
Karachi.
The workshop focused on diverse issues and debate on the matters related to Leadership
and change Management. The participants’ vigorous participation opened some of the
very burning questions for the forum and solutions were proposed for the better results.
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During his visit to Turbat, Chief Minister Balochistan Dr.
Abdul Malik Baloch along with Commander Southern
Command lieutenant General Amir Riaz, I.G FC Balochistan
Major General Sher Afgan, Chief Secretary Balochistan
Saifullah Chatta, Additional Chief Secretary Naseebullah
Bazai, Secretary B&R Ali Ahmed, Senior MBR, and PS to CM
Naseem Lehri also visited under construction buildings of
University of Turbat at its new Site at Gina.
On this occasion in a briefing session about the future
plan and progress on work of University of Turbat the
Vice Chancellor Prof. Dr. Abdul Razzaq Sabir briefed them

CM
Balochistan
along with
Commander
Southern
Command
visits
UoT new site

regarding academic achievements of the university. He said that more than 600 students
are enrolled in the university and disseminating quality higher education in Makran
division is our top priority. While Project Director Manzoor Ahmed Baloch briefed the
worthy guests regarding running development project of the University, they said that
65% work has been completed and rest of work will be completed in till end of next year
and hopefully the university will be shifted to new building in June 2016.
The honourable guests shown satisfaction and appreciated the efforts of the UoT
administration.
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Book
launch
ceremony
at
University of
Turbat

Launching ceremony of the book titled “HAPT TALAR”
was held on 08th November, 2015 in a jam packed Hall
of Public Library University of Turbat. Dr. Fazal Khaliq
Baloch the author of the book, graced the occasion
as chief guest while renowned scholar Yousaf Gichki
and Zarjan Naseer were also present in the formal
book launch ceremony as special guests. The event
was presided over by Prof. Dr. Abdul Saboor Baloch,
Pro Vice Chancellor University of Turbat.
Famous writer Dr. Fazal Khaliq’s book is an insider
account of historical place “Hapt Talar” situated

between coast of Ormara and Pasni.
Renowned researcher and thinker Yousaf Gichki, Chairman Balochi Department
Ghafoor Shad and emerging poetess and writer Zarjan Naseer were among
the other speakers who put an in-depth critical analysis over the strengths and
weaknesses of the book straight away.
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An inspiring ceremony in the honor of prominent
philosopher and fiction writer Munir Ahmed
Badini hosted by Department of Balochi Literature
University of Turbat held at Public Library Kech,
University of Turbat. The ceremony was presided
over by the Vice Chancellor University of Turbat Prof.
Dr. Abdul Razzaq Sabir.
Giving an in depth analysis on the subject “the
evolutionary era of Balochi fiction” the renowned
philosopher Munir Ahmed Badini said that Balochi
is not a regional language, rather it is a national,

Prestigious
Ceremony
in the honor
of Badini
hosted by
UoT

an eloquent and compressive language. He said that I am a strong believer that
Balochi Prose including Fiction writing, criticism and research should not remain
behind compare to poetry in the literary race.
On this occasion Mr. Badini presented the idea to celebrate the year 2016 as “Prose
Year” which was formally accepted by the University of Turbat. Meanwhile Mr.
Badini presented a set of novel based books written by him, to Balochi department
which were received by the Chairman Department of Balochi, Ghafoor Shad.
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Development
Works
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Residential Type A

Residential Type A
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Academic Block

Admin Block
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Academic Block

Academic Block
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Academic Block

Admin Block
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Academic Block

Academic Block
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Faculty Block

Faculty Block
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Faculty Block

Library Block
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Univeristy
Facilities
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Computer
Laboratories
The University of Turbat (UoT) has a well
furnished and equipped computer labs working
under the Computer Science Department and IT
section of the University, there are more than
200 latest new computers have been provided to
the University Computer Laboratory. This service
provides net services to the Central Library,
departments, faculty and administrative offices
24 hours. In the Central Labs, PCs are provided,
offering a range of standard office software for
document creation and presentations. Specialist
provision is available to support research and
advanced study within the University. Computers
in the campus are connect- ed to the University’s
main server through a wide area network giving
access via the internet to the major information,
research
and
communications
networks
worldwide.
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Computer Laboratory
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Computer Laboratory
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Campus
Library
The books and reading material available
in Library support not only every course in
the curriculum i.e. Management Sciences,
Computer Science, Commerce, Economic,
Political Science, English, and Balochi but also
include selected stock of general books and
materials on History, Anthropology, Islamic
Studies, Geography, Archeology, Regional
Studies, languages and literature, published by
National and International pubishers, Library
also has subscribed national and international
periodicals, publications, newspapers in English,
Urdu and Balochi etc. The whole library system
at campus library is being computerized and
HEC has been asked to provide facilities for
online library service which will be available
through a network after the completion of the
computerization process. The library also has a
reasonable number of internationally published
Research Journals available.
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Campus
Cafeteria
The University of Turbat at its City Campus has
a well-furnished Cafeteria having fast food and
tea shop facilities only for campus students and
faculty members.
The Cafeteria has seating for more than 30
students at a time with seperate seats for male
and female students or faculty members.
Photocopy facility is provided by the Cafeteria
owner within the campus for facilitating students
of UoT, especially females.
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Student
Hostels
University of Turbat has students from all over
Makran that are enrolled in different programs.
Some of the students are not resident of Turbat
City. For them, UoT has hired 3 buildings for
hostels, which include 2 for boys and 1 for girls,
with all basic needs and comfortable, secure
locations in the city.
Each hostel has its own cook and mess, which is
partially supported by the University. There are
security guards on each hostel, and a female
warden for the girl’s hostel.
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University
Transportation
The University of Turbat has four buses to
provide pick and drop facility to the students
living in Turbat city and suburbs. The University
also provides transport facility to its students
for field work and annual picnics once a year
to each department on need basis. The study
tours for students are partly financed by the
students and supplemented by the University,
subject to availability of funds.
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Guest House
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Auditorium
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Sports Complex
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Sports Complex
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Extra Curricular
Activities
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University of Turbat’s Annual Business Gala 2015
ultimately grasped the attention of the mammoth
number of people from every walk of life in Mekran
division. It was the third business Gala organized by
the University, successfully continued for two days
on December 7 and 8, 2015 at City Campus.
The first day of Business Gala was reserved for
male and the second day for female and kids. The
massive participation with keen interest of audience
in this edutainment co-curricular event inspired the
organizers to expand the frequency and variations

3rd
Annual
Business
Gala

of the exceptionally admirable traditional festival of the University next year.
As many as 35 different stalls of multiple items/products were set up in Business
Gala by all departments of Turbat University, and some sponsors such as United
Bank Limited, Warid Telecom, and Ufone Telecom. Among thes stalls, Cultural stall,
fast food stall, traditional famous food stall, business stall, traditional folk music
and song, book stall, game show, area 51,stall of Garments and cosmetics, stall of
dry fruits, stall of Bar-B-Q and technology stall were the center of the visitors.
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Business Gala
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Business Gala
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2nd
Annual
Hour
of
Code

Just as last year, this year University of Turbat held
the “Hour of Code” in its city campus.
Hour of Code is an annual initiative by Code.org
and many other tech giants for making kids and
non-programmers to be familiar with coding. This
event is held every December in the Computer
Science Education Week (CSEdWeek) in recognition
of the birthday of computing pioneer Admiral Grace
Murray Hopper (December 9, 1906). This program
is sponsored by Microsoft, Google, Facebook, and
many more technological and other organizations.

This year, University of Turbat held it for two days, 3rd December and 4th December,
2015 for girls and boys respectively. The participants of the events were students
of Schools and Colleges, namely Kech Grammar School, OPF Public School, Govt.
Girls Model High School, Govt. Girls Degree College and Atta Shad Degree College.
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Hour of Code
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Hour of Code
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Study Tour
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Study Tour
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Welcome
to Kechiens
for Year
2015

“The history speaks of it that a University does not
only affect a positive impact on few peoples, but
results a great impact on the whole nation.” The Vice
Chancellor of University of Turbat spoke these words
while welcoming the new Kechiens on their first year
at University of Turbat. The Welcome program was
arranged by existing Kechiens to the new ones.
The Worthy Vice Chancellor advised the new Kechiens
about following the regulations of UoT, and to form
a cheating free education. With the help and his
personal effort, the Chief Minister of Balochistan, Dr.

Abdul Malik Baloch is fighting for a no cheating zone in the education of Balochistan,
and UoT is clean from the day of its inaugral, and it is its pride.
Pro Vice Chancellor, Dr. Abdul Saboor welcomed the new Kechiens with the
wishes for them on their path to success. He also congratulated on the organizers,
existing Kechiens, on organizing the event, where they not only the learned
through speeches, but some plays were played with educational morals, such as
the education of Girls, and Women.
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First convocation of Turbat University will be held
next year where degrees and gold medals will be
awarded to pass out and position holder’s students
respectively. This was expressed by Vice Chancellor
University of Turbat Prof. Dr. Abdul Razzaq Sabir
while addressing on an occasion of farewell
ceremony, held in City Campus by junior students in
the honor of senior students of UoT, as first batch of
senior students of Master’s program going to depart
UoT after completion of two years of studies in the
University.

UoT
Farewells its
First Masters
Batch

Expressing his best wishes for departing and undergraduate students he has said
that the Universities have always been engaged to promote advanced inventions in
the world and fostered creative and critical thinking among students. The university
not only changes the destiny of individuals but also changes the fate of nations. The
time is not too far when University of Turbat brings about revolutionary changes
in the life of the people of Makran region.
Students presented speeches, poetry, humorous performance, drama, and other
infotainment programs in farewell ceremony.
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Director
General
Lok Virsa
Visits UoT

The Vice Chancellor Prof. Dr. Abdul Razzaq Sabir and
Pro Vice Chancellor Prof. Dr. Abdul Saboor Baloch
warmly welcomed and paid tribute to Dr. Fouzia
Saeed on paying a visit to University of Turbat and
city of Punnu.
Vice Chancellor said that this region is renowned as
the custodian of Traditions, Culture and Civilization.
Traditions and Culture have never been an obstacle
in the way of progress, innovations and socioeconomic development of society.
Dr. Fouzia Saeed said that Lok Virsa Islamabad
is making efforts to promote Balochi Lok Virsa and their rich culture across the
world by using modern technology and to provide the opportunity to students
and research scholars of University of Turbat to serve at Lok Virsa Islamabad to
transfer Balochi Traditional Heritage and folk music to next generations.
“Traditional Heritage, music and culture of Balochistan and Gilgit Baltitan are not
given the recognition they deserve, hence we took initiatives for the revival of Suroz
and other folk musical instruments with the purpose of reviving of our pluralistic
society” said Lok Virsa Director Dr. Fouzia Saeed.
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The students of the University of Turbat namely Pir
Muhammad from M.Com 4th Semester, Department
of Commerce, Mehran Mubaraki from BBA 8th
Semester, Department of Management Science,
and Zulfiqar from M.Sc. Economics 4th Semester,
Department of Economics attended 6 weeks
long Summer Internship program held from 10th
August to 21st September 2015 at State Bank of
Pakistan in Banking Services CooperationTraining
and Development Department. They successfully
completed assignment on Currency Management

Students of
UoT Intern
at State
Bank of
Pakistan

Unit (CMU) and presented report on CMU. During Summer Internship Program
they visited and experienced different units like (Cash Department, Currency
Management Unit, Prize Bond Unit, Staff and Matter Unit, Banking division, Audit
Unit and Development Finance Unit). The UoT students actively participated in
different activities and impressed the organizers and Resource Person by their
talent.
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Alumni Stories
It gives me immense pleasure to talk about the institution, which born on the same
day as I started my higher education. It was January 1st 2010, when University of
Balochistan Sub-Campus Turbat commenced its first batch classes first time in
Turbat with three departments (BS programs): Management sciences, Commerce
and Computer Science with almost 50 students and 10 faculty members. I was one
of the students who started my higher academic career.
Since the inception, this institution gained fame in entire province by providing
quality and cheating free education. This was upshot of tireless efforts of the
vigorous faculty members and talented students.
On December 31, 2013 after getting BBA Hons degree, I started practical life
career by joining community based Organization RCDC Gwader, after one year
I got an opportunity and appeared in the test of lectureship for this institution,
by the grace of Almighty Allah I qualified and appointed as a lecturer. Hence, this
institution created his first own produced human resource.

Fida Ahmed
(Lecturer, UoT)
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Alumni Stories
Being among the first ones in an organisation is becoming a founder member of
that institute but a founder member has a lot to tackle.
I was fortunate to be in this university in its second year, then a sub campus of
University of Balochistan. The good thing for us was most of the basic hurdles
and problems had been cleared up. Among which the availability of computer
machines, by our time of admission had been upgraded.
During my Bachelors studies in Computer Science, I was offered a student job to
develop and design a website for University of Turbat, by then sub campus was
transformed into a full-fledged university.
From the time the website was aired, it became my duty to keep it updated, that
entitled me the web developer of UoT. Hence becoming an employee of the
organisation that had made me a product.

Ghulam Mustafa
(Web Developer, UoT)
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